Parallel evolution in mammalian and avian brains: comparative cytoarchitectonic and cytochemical analysis.
Comparative morphology, which is based on the selection theory of evolution, analyses the impact of function upon structure and, therefore, emphasizes the adaptive events and biological advantage during the evolution of organs. A comparison based on analogies is described here as an adequate method. The hypothesis is proposed that the evolution of the brain follows the same trends in birds as in mammals. This hypothesis is proved by (1) allometric studies of brain weight and brain structure volume in relation to body weight in mammals and birds; (2) architectonic studies using image analysis on cell and fibre stains as well as on histochemical preparations and receptor autoradiography; and (3) hodological studies with injections of [3H]leucin, HRP and WGA-HRP. The results reveal a vast amount of structural and functional similarities in avian and mammalian brain organization, especially an expansion of structures that permit multimodal integration capacity in the telencephalon. Thus, a parallel evolution occurred in these two groups of vertebrates. It is argued that this may be a general phenomenon in evolution. A cladistic approach, which is based on the concept of homologies (plesio-, apomorphies), pushes aside the existence of analogies. For this reason, cladism does not seem to be a method to answer questions of evolutionary morphology adequately.